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Risk is something we are all responsible for when creating a safe and sustainable design
and construction solution. Risk comes in various guises - whether procurement and compliance, 
avoiding potentially devastating consequences or ensuring the well-being of end users. This year 
our conference will look at how we assess risk more accurately and how, together with innovation, 
we might mitigate potential dangers, reduce costs and future-proof the final outcome.

Innovation is a word that is often used to describe the merits of a successful design or 
construction solution. We will be asking should this be the driving force when assessing a quality 
submission and when should we consider something to be truly innovative? We will focus on 
whether innovation is a contributor to risk and whether the impact of funding restrictions results
in new ideas and better ways of doing things.

“I have been attending the ACN conference since its 
inception. The ACN has provided some great networking 
opportunities, resulting in new professional relationships 
and commissions. But it has also been a great forum for 
discussing current challenges and opportunities facing 
designers and constructors across all three sectors.”

- Sarah Curl, Curl la Tourelle Head
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Gold Sponsor £7,500 (+VAT)

As a gold sponsor, not only will you benefit from recognition as a major sponsor
of the conference, you will also gain profile with over 2000 ACN connections
on the lead up to the conference.

The sponsorship also includes:

• Six complimentary tickets to be used by sponsor or issued to guests 
• Thanks from the Chair during the conference
• PR and profile on LinkedIn and Twitter
• Logo placement and branding:
     - in pre-conference e-marketing
     - on the ACN Conference webpage and social media
     - at the ACN events in the run-up to the conference
    - in prime locations and on-screen throughout all 16 seminars
    - on delegate lists and other conference material
• Opportunity to place corporate literature at the conference
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Sector Sponsor £5,000 (+VAT)

For the first time, we are introducing an exciting opportunity for you to sponsor
your chosen sector. If your aim is to be the go-to firm for Health, Education
or Residential, this is an excellent way to raise your profile. 

• Three complimentary tickets to be used by sponsor or issued to guests
• Thanks from the Chair during the conference
• Opportunity to hold a sector panel discussion on Risk & Innovation
• Logo placement and branding in relation to your chosen sector:
     - in pre-conference e-marketing
     - on the ACN Conference webpage and social media
     - at the ACN events in the run-up to the conference
     - in prime locations and on screen throughout all 16 seminars
     - on delegate lists and other conference material
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Other Sponsorship Packages

Evening Drinks - £2500 (+VAT)

Delegate Lanyards - £1,500 (+VAT)

Delegate Note Caddy - £750 (+VAT)

Delegate Pens - Costs to be determined once order is placed 

These sponsorship packagaes include:
• Branding on your chosen item
• Your logo will appear on the ACN Conference webpage 



@MarceltheACN

Alliance of Construction 
Networks

Get in touch

If you are interested in becoming a sponsor, then please email 
Marcel Hendricks, Chairman of the ACN - marcel@theacn.co.uk


